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I. IUrrOLW.ETON

During flight tests of the Atlas missiles, it will be necessary to measure
and telemeter to ground receiving stations numerous surface temperatures
a+ various locations on the missile skin. It has been proposed tbatt tem-
4rature sensitive platinum resistance gages be attached to the missile

surfaces to perform this function. Since these temperature gages will
be exposed to aerodynamic beating and high velocity air flow, they must

of necessity be strong snd well-bonded to the missile surface. In order
to investigate the adequacy of the proposed gage installations, a series

of tests has been conducted at the Thermodynamics Laboratory in which

the gages have been subjected to an environment similar to that which
they will encounter during actual missile flight. .

Ii. SmA -Y

From the tests which have been conducted, it 'appears that ga installa-
Vtions having no post-application temperature cure have insufficient strength

to remain bonded to the missile sk'n when exposed to a relatively low
velocity flow of heated air over the surface. However, curing of the
gage Uistallations at moderate temperatures (40O-6000F) increased the bond
strength to such a degree, the gages remained firmly attached to the skin
sample after continuous exposure to a 10000F air flow having a dynamic
pressure of approximately 200 lb/sq. ft. for a period of three minutes.
Temperatures indicated by the test gages were lower than the actual skin
temperatures during transient heating conditions, but approached true.
skin temperature fairly closely when steady state heating conditions were
achieved.

III. TEST EQUIPMENT & PROCEDURE

A number of .016 inch thick stainless steel panels having skin temperature
gage installations typical of those proposed for use on the Atlas 'flight
test missiles were supplied for testing by the Astronautics Data Trans-
mission Group. The platinu resistance gages, Ref. CVAC Part No. 701259-5,
are produced by Trans-Sonics, Inc., Lexington, Mass.; have a nominal room
temp resistancb of about 55 ohms; and provide a resistance change of about
0.1 ohms per "F over their working range of -300OF to 900°F. The gages
are applied directly against the surfAce of the skin and are backed with
a protective cloth covering impregnated with a silicone aIidesive. Chromel-
alumel thermocouple Junctions were spotwelded onto the test panels as
follows: T/C #l, attached to the back side of the panel, directly under
the temperature gage; T/C's 2 and #3 attached to the panel upper surface.
1 inchl ahead of and I inch to the side of the center of the gage. respec-
tively. The panel was located imnediately downstream of a two-dimensional
convergent-divergent nozzle having an exit 3.05 inches wide and 0.725
inches high (Figure 1). The panel was mounted with its surface parallel
to the lower, lip of the nozzle, with the temperature gage approximately
two inches downstream of the nozzle exit. Air at any temperature between
ambient and 1000°F., at velocities from MAuh 0 to 0.40 and M 1.94, asnd
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dynamic pressures from 0 to 5600 lbs/sq. ft. was available from the
nozzle during the tests. I shielded chroel-alumel thermocouple
junction, located do .nstream of the gage just above the surface of
the test panel, was used to determine the temperature of the heated
air flowing over the test specimen.

The platinum resistance element of the temperature gage was connected
as one leg of a Wheatstone bridge having an output sensitivity, &ARr,,
of approximately 1.1 UV/oka. The br.dge was calibrated periodically
by replacing the resistance gage leg of the bridge with a series of
different, accurately known resistances avd noting the corresponding
bridge output. The outputs of the thermocouples and transducer brid-e
were continuously recorded during each test with an Offner direct
writing oscillograph recorder. Conversion of the thermocouple voltage
outputs to the equivalent temperatures were made with the standard
temperature - EMF tables for Chromel-alume_ thermcouples. Standard
temperature-resistance characterisi;ics for platinum wire (See Fig. 2)
were used to convert the temperature gage resistance changes to the
corresponding temperature changes.

A total of seven gage specimens were tested under varying temperature
and dynamic pressure conditions. Individual tests varied from 10
to 180 seconds duration. Nearly all specimens were subjected to a
number of consecutive tests of increasing duration and severity
of test conditions before failure occurred. A "step" temperature
input was applied to the test specimens by means of a large two-way
valve located upstream of the air flov nozzle. The pressure and
temperature of the air stream were adjusted to the desired test con-
ditions with the valve in a by-pass position. Following this, the
valve was rapidly rotated to divert the hot air from the by-pass out-
let to the flow nozzle and provide essentiaUly a "step" heat input
to the temperature gage.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Early in the test program, it became obvious that the proposed un-
cured gage installations had insufficient mechanical strength to
withstand exposure to air temperatures in the range of 200-300*F
(see Table I). All four of the uncured gage specimens that were
tested peeled loooe from the test panels after less than 30 seconls
exposure to air temperatures below 400°F and at free stream'dynamic
pressures only about one-half as large as are anticipated during
actual missile flights. Figure 3 shows typical failures of two of
the uncured gage specimens. The gage on the top panel, specimen #1,
came loose from the surface and was completely destroyed after only
5.5 seconds exposure to a 200'F, q = 550 lbs/sq. ft. air.flo..
Note t|kit even the covering over the gage leads failed under these
conditions. Gage specimen #2 on the lower panel failed after 23.5
seconds exposure to a lower velocity (q = 59 lbs/sq. ft.), but
considerably hotter (350)?) air stream. Only the material actually

r0fkO I18-A
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covering the gae itself loosened under these conditions, while
the remainder of the cloth covering remained relatively intact. The
white material near the downstream end of the gage leads is Sauereisen

Scement, lpplied to protect the area where the leads passed through holes
in the test specimen from the surface to the underside. An additional
series of testB was conducted with a fifth uncured specimen while flow-
ing unheated air over the surface at dynamic pressures up to 5000 lb/sq.
ft. No damage or loosening of the gage was observed even after several
minutes exposure to the high velocity flow, thus indicating -h. rapid
failure of the other gages must have resulted primarily from high tempera-
ture deterioration of the elements rather than from erosive action from
the air stream.

Following these initial unsuccessful tests, three additional test
samples having two different post cure treatments were prepared and
tested. The post cures consisted either of heating the panels and
installed gages at a temperature of 4507F for 30 minutes or 650*F for
15 minutes. Gage #6 (see Fig. 4) having the 650°F - 15 minute cure
was subjected to a series of tests with increasingly higher air tem-
peratures, finally being exposed to an air temperature of 870"F and
dynamic pressure of 214 lbs/sq. ft. for a period of 180 secouds without
failure. Of the two specimens cured at 450°F for 30 - 40 minutes, one
sample (No. 5 in Fig. 4) satisfactorily w-thstood a 1000*F., q n 213 lbs/
sq. ft. air flow for 180 seconds with no failure of the gage and only
slight loosening 6f the leads. The other sample (No. 7 in Fig. 4) was
subjected to two successive runs of 120 and 180 seconds at gas tempera-
tures of 700 and 1100°F., respectivily, and finally to a gas tenkc:rature
of 1300F before loosening of the gage and failure occurred after
39 seconds exposure.

In all of the tests described above, the air flow was directed parallel
to the gage leads. However, since some gage locations on the flight
missiles my require routing the gage leads circumferentially around
the outer surface, a limited number of tests were conducted with the
air flowing lbterally across the gage leads. Under these cross-flow
conditions, no fuilures of the temperature cured gage installations
were encountered at gas temperatures belo.: 700F and dynamic pressures
to 200 lbs/sq. ft. However, at a gas temperature of 850°F, the leads
loosened and blew away after only 10 seconds exposure to the air flow.

Temperature-time histories for the free stream, gage and two skin tempera-
turer auring several typical test runs are shown in Figures 5 - 10.
In Figure 5, during rim No. 1, unintentional variation of the free stream
temperature provided '. _ood indication of the response characteristics
of the gage installation. Figures 6 - 10 indicate the gage response
when exposed to step temperature inputs of various magnituees. In
general, response of the temperature gages when subjected to a rela-
tively rapid temperature increase was good, lthough the temperature
indicated by the gage definitely lagged the temperature of the skin
which was exposed to the free stream by varying amounts of time. It
was also obs rved, as would be expected, that during trans.ent heating

FOMtI.
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conditions, the temperature of the skin directly beneath the trans-
ducer remined .nsiderably cooler than other skin areaj because of
the good insulating characteristics of the relatively thick gage in-
stallatios.

IV. COCIZ5IOd:

tbough only a limited number of temperature pges were tested,
anu these at relatively low free stream temperatures and pressures
(coared to conditions which will be encomtered at high supersonic
Mach umbers), emugh information has beev obtaimeA to arrive at the
following general conclusions:

1. The gage installations in the uncured condition have
insufficient bonding strength to remain attached to the
missile iskin when exposed to a low temperature, low
velocity air flow.

2. Temperature curing of the gage installations after appli-
cation on the missile skin will provide sufficient addi-
tional strength to allow the gages to satisfactorily with-
staud a high temperature (100007) and relatively high
velocity air flow. However, it is possible that tempera-
ture curing of the gage installations may adversely affect
the physicdi characteristics of the transducer as evidenced
by the fact that two of the three temperature-cured gage
specimena which were tested exhibited erratic and unre-
liable resistance characteristics following their cure. A
more complete investigation of possible detrimental effects
on the gages resulting from temperature curing should cer-
tainly be made before large numbers of gages are installed
on the missile. .

3. Due to the large thermal capacity and lo'; conductivity of
the transducer covering, transient response of the gages
to changing shin temperatures will not be as rapid or as
accurate as woLLld be obtained with thermocouples attached
directly to the missile skin. However, use of the resis-
tance gages has the advantage that the t*ansducer element
need only touch the missile skin, and does not, as would
be the case if thermocouples we're used, require spotwelding
or other fastening techniques which might disturb the struc-
tural. integrity of the thin missile tank walls.

1. The relatively thick gage leads and their covering, parti-
cularly tnose that must be routed clrcuferentially around
the missile body cross-wise to the free stream air flow,
my loosen and fail more readily than the guges themselves.

- 5. Output sensitivity of the transducer is high when installed

FORM 1412-A
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in a suitable bridge. An output of approximately 0.25 &o/.,
was readily obtained with the simple bridge used in these
tests, This compares to an output of about .03 &V/*F from
an iron-constantan thermocouple, or a sensitivity about 8 times
as great.

6. At the time these tests vwere conlucted, at least as far as
the writer eould determine, there was an apparent lack of
reliable temperature-resistance calibration data for these
platinui resistance gages. If this situation has not been
corrected, certainly every effort should be made to insure
that sufficient data is available to make accurate resistance
to temperature conversions.

V#

, P~mM;elI-

L ...-.... . ... ..



SU1 ATRY CF T T O1

All temp.-_per fin:
RUN DURATION (see.) SPECIL" CURl Tair(OF) TI(OF)

1 76 #1 Nono 200 175
25 L85 151
54 150 167

* A33.5 145 1'12

5 5.5 O f 200 110

6 31 #2 1 135 1057 6 " 255 2038 23.5 " 349 215

9-19 60-90 #3 70 70

20 70 "
21 35 " " . -
22 30 " -
23 35 " '-

24 30 " " .

25' 32 o f
26 15 g o

27 180 #4 of 175

28 180 it 350 289
29 180 " 200 165
30 < 5 " " 35 -

31 180 #6 15 min.4 650OF 385 315

32 18o " " 377 325
33, 18o " " 515 340

34 180 to 7 5 515
35 180 " 870 545

36 180 #5' 40 min.4 450OF 455 3150I I
37 180 " " 735 54038 180 " " 1010 745

39 10 #10 15 min. 0 bOO°F 850
40 180 to. 7',)5 .

41 121 #7 30 min.* 450OF 733 446

42 180 0" ",
43 3.. 1.45.
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TaST 00ITiOS AND RUULTS

TABI

,are finl tems. t end of rwj,

Tl(oF) T2(eF) T!Ue (Or) (lbeq.ft.) CoYmI

175 169 168 142 Gage OK.

151 153 159 - Gage still in good condition.

167 160 170 125 " ",
112 121 123 625 Lead wires loosened ligtly.

Gage OK.

110 197 144 550 Gage failed.

105 ' 129 127 38 Gage and leads OK.

203 215 232 59 Gage still OK.

* 215 154 248 59 Gage failed.

70 70 70 38-5000 Cold flow tests. Gage and
leads OK 4 all test conditions.

88 - 43)
- 115 - 43 ) T/C #2 only used during these

167 - 43 ) tests. Transducer not functioning

163 - 48 ) properly. Gage OK 20.23.

- 250 - 48 Covering becoming soft and tacky
and slightly loose.

285 - 48 Covering very soft and loose.

- 320 - 54 Gage and leads failed.

. - 60 T/C's not operating. Gage and
leads OK.

289 324 298 66. Gage OK-Soft and tacky, however.

165 180 182 108 Gage OK.
.- - 143 Gage failed at start of run.

315 345 Erratic 143 Gage and leads OK - erratic
operation of gage, however.

325 332 - > 200 Gage still OK - no signs of loosening.

340 410 - 142 Gage OK-not operating electrically,
however.

515 05 - 171 " 

545 700 - 214 Gage still OK - iscontinued tests
on specimens.

315 420 - 171 Gage OK-Doesn't sork electrically,

however.

540 30 - 213 Gage OK-Somewhst soft.

745 840 - 213 Leads loosened 4 about 30 see. Gage
remEined tight, however.

100 Cross flow over gge leads. Loooened
and failed 10 sec. No gage or T/C'.
on specimen.

-. 202 Gage leads OK-no loosening.

446 " 1 532 210 Gage & leads OK-No loosening. T/C #2
inopero tive.

- 785 170 Gage & leads still OK.

1905 105 920 1 15 Gage failed q 39 sec.
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